
HOW TO WRITE A GREAT PROFILE ABOUT YOURSELF

Writing a biography that is professional, personable, accurate, search engine This is a good example of how to write a
bio that does both.

Make a note in your calendar, planner or journal that this is something to work on outside of creating your
personal bio. The way you describe yourself here allows other singles to have a small insight into your life and
imagine being with you, so give a true snapshot of your life by writing expressively about who you are and
boldly defining the type of relationship you want. This profile is short and punchy, increasing the chances that
it will be read in full by the prospective employers The candidate highlights their career achievements by
stating that their works have been accepted and published by leading newspapers and magazines â€” a
testimony to the high quality of their work. In my previous role as a Sales Representative, I demonstrated the
ability to work under intense pressure, sell products and services to customers from all backgrounds, handle
customer complaints and solve problematic situations as and when they arose. Admin CV profile The
candidate mentions their previous work experience project management and providing administrative support
to businesses. Introduce your personal qualities as strengths so that you are remembered positively. If you
want to analyze the bios on your own profiles, create a free account now. Just by looking at the profile
statement of this individual, we can conclude that this person has thorough experience of sales and is able to
handle the various aspects of the selling process. Closing Statement Conclude the bio by briefly stating any
current or upcoming projects, such as a new book coming out. We wanted to ask the people that matter
though, people who are actually looking to date! Instead, use your name when it is appropriate. Can I use the
first person tense in my statement? Writing Multiple Short Bio Versions You may find it useful to write
slightly different versions of your short bio to use for different circumstances. This is one of the most
important pieces of understanding how to write a personal biography. Using machine learning and millions of
data points, it automatically finds any webpages, social media posts or images that could put your career
opportunities in jeopardy. Ideally, you should position it at the top of your CV. If you take just a little bit of
time to plan, you can craft a personal bio that tells your story and acts as the foundation of your personal
brand. Furthermore, as the total length of a CV is only 2 A4 pages long, having a short statement frees us
valuable space for other key sections of your CV such as the work experience, education and skills sections.
Notable Achievements State any notable achievements or awards earned. If you give the reader a break
especially in this age of skimming more will be consumed in the long run. Engineering CV profile I am a
dedicated, hardworking and proactive Chemical Engineer with a strong background in design, plant
operations, offshore operations, and process and safety improvements. Many people are surprised by what
they find using our technology â€” what will it find about you? This makes them look like a very competent
and accomplished chemical engineer, increasing the chances of being invited for an interview. The above
personal statement is clear and informative, making it clear that the applicant is a student, currently
completing their university degree, and are looking to work part-time in the industry. Not only that but
because he wrote this bio in a fun and conversational style the little mention about taco gift cards it actually
encourages people to reach out. It is always a good idea, as the candidate has done in this example, to clearly
mention your availability for work and also the reasons for why you are seeking work. Step 4: Upload a
Dating Profile Picture Profile photos help online daters decide whether or not they want to make initial contact
with a fellow dater and an attractive profile photo is the strongest determinant of whether your profile is
generally appealing. Need help with other sections of your CV? Turn your biography into a story that engages
the reader. Both of these bios do a great job not going overboard and varying the kind of third person mentions
you can include. And keep asking other people that you trust to take a look at your main bios to edit them. Or
even by a first date who want to scope you before meeting up. From a branding perspective, you may have a
different take on the length of your bio. Learning how to write a bio that performs well also means you need to
do a little housekeeping from time to time. Without going overboard, feel free to infuse your personal bio with
what you love from your favorite authors. The candidate indicates that they are able to resolve customer
enquiries and complaints face-to-face, over the phone or via email. Ultimately the best photos are usually
those that present you in a true and engaging way, so make the picture complement how you present yourself
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throughout the profile. Start small.


